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Forrester Research in 2010 and still true today

HOW COMPETITIVE FORCES AND MARKETING TECHNOLOGY ARE
FORCING COOPERATION AND INTENSIFYING THE RACE TO WIN
Marketing and sales have had a sibling-like relationship since the beginning of
time—sometimes bickering, sometimes getting along, occasionally laying blame and
usually disagreeing about something. But as business becomes ever more competitive,
and marketing and sales methods—and their enabling technologies—become ever
more complex and advanced, competitive success is now demanding near-perfect
coordination between these two groups.
As B2B businesses increasingly embrace Account-Based Marketing (ABM) to
outcompete and strengthen their growth, poor alignment between marketing and sales
stands as the greatest single barrier to success
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What If?
What if marketing and sales were so
perfectly aligned that they looked and
behaved like a single unit: creating,
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insightful analytics and being increasingly
deployed towards the strategic and C-level
end of the decision-making spectrum
(including CMOs), and not just the

pursuing and managing new revenue

operational end. As technology gets

opportunities together e ciently and

closer to high-level decision-makers, and

e ectively, as one, in a consistent

better analytics are available to all,

predictable manner, where everyone felt

actionable information ows faster, decision

like they were part of the same team?

feedback loops speed up—and so do

Crazy, right?

consequences.

Is this so far-fetched?

These accelerated feedback loops have a
big advantage: they help businesses (and

Should we give up on this goal just

marketers) fail fast, learn fast and evolve

because we’ve never experienced it or

more quickly. The big trick is harnessing

seen it before? Or because it seems

these rapid learning dynamics for maximum

idealistic and beyond reach?

bene t to the business.
In this environment, alignment between

The Age of Accelerated
Consequences

marketing and sales is more important than
ever.

We are living in an age of accelerating
consequences, where business decisions
—good and bad—are having more
immediate impact on business, and where
results are more measurable and visible
than ever. In other words, it’s easier to

The MarTech Explosion
The unprecedented rapid growth in
marketing technology from less than 200
vendors in 2011 to over 3,500 vendors in

screw up and, when it happens, it’s there

2016*— the ‘MarTech Explosion’ —is at once

for all to see.

both barometer and catalyst of these
sped-up consequences: unbounded

Why is this happening?

innovation driven by the quest to better
identify, understand, target, pursue,

The short answer is Technology.

advance, measure, analyze and seize new

Business technology is producing more

*Scott Brinker, ChiefMartec, “Marketing Technology
Landscape 2016”
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revenue opportunities. All in the name of a

unrelenting process. No surprises there.

powerful primary goal: stronger, more

However, we are in the midst of a period

sustainable and predictable growth.

where MarTech is acting as an accelerant,
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increasing the intensity of B2B competition
and imposing more and more evolutionary
pressure on businesses.
ABM is simply a prime example of this
accelerating evolutionary pressure—albeit a
powerful one—that B2B marketers ignore it
at their own risk.
Some industries are being a ected more
than others. High-growth, high-competition
industries are experiencing these pressures
more intensely, but all industries will be
a ected over time.
For B2B businesses navigating the MarTech
Explosion, Account-based Marketing (ABM)
holistic approach for proactively pursuing

Internal Struggles & the
MarTech Gap

stronger growth e ciently.

In the midst of these rapid changes,

is rapidly ascending as the rst genuinely

marketing and sales face alignment
But marketing technology doesn’t function
without people, and alignment of sales and
marketing is the single most critical human
element in making it work.

challenges as well as their their own internal
struggles.
Not least of these is the ‘MarTech Gap’—a
wide gulf between traditional ‘old school’
B2B marketers with limited technology

Competitive Realities &
Evolutionary Pressures
Intensifying competition is par for the
course. We expect it. It’s a natural, ongoing,

exposure and experience, and their more
technology-savvy colleagues. This is
creating its own set of internal alignment
challenges within marketing, let alone
alignment with the sales organization. Sales
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faces a similar technology gap challenge.
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approach to growing top line revenue—and
in the process enabling ABM.

This is leading to increasingly noticeable
di erences in sales and marketing

ABM in turn reinforces marketing-sales

organizations even within companies in the

alignment by delivering an

same industry. Eventually, the competitive

enterprise-wide view of revenue and new

consequences of these di erences will be

revenue opportunities. With strong ABM in

re ected in revenues and growth.

place, superior revenue opportunity
management becomes possible, enabling
disciplined and deliberate pursuit of growth.
Through ABM, marketing-sales alignment
delivers greater visibility into performance,
including marketing ROI, lead quality, target
account quality, opportunity scoring and
sales productivity.

What’s the Risk of Not
Aligning?
Why bother trying to better align sales and
marketing? What’s at risk?
Aligning marketing and sales into a single
continuous business process for seizing
opportunities unites focus on the core
element of growth: new revenue. The risk
of not jointly focusing on new revenue is
sub-optimal growth and under-performing

The payo is outcompeting your industry
peers and, over time, improving your
company’s relative industry position.

against your competitors.

Converging Perspectives &
Common Interests

By jointly de ning a single seamless

Ultimately, marketing and sales interests

end-to-end revenue cycle, both groups

converge on the health of the business they

participate in mapping the path forward and

are part of—and its ongoing growth. The

laying the groundwork for a holistic
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problem has always been a mismatch in
their views in how to work with each other.
Sales wants to close deals, a strong
pipeline, plus plenty of quality leads and
target accounts that can be converted to
winnable deals quickly. Horizon-wise their
focus is primarily on the current and next
quarter, usually not much beyond.
Marketing’s attention span cuts a broader
arc from short-term (leads this week) to
longer-term (branding and company
positioning).
Sales’ big criticism of marketing has been
that they throw leads over the wall, often
too few in number, and with little focus on
quality—leading to the timeless clash
between marketing and sales.
Marketing’s great complaint of sales is that
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In Accounts We Trust
By refocusing on target accounts and
account quality, marketing and sales begin
to converge on a common goal in a
common language: systematically target
and pursue accounts with the most
potential value to the business, and deploy
appropriate metrics along the entire
revenue cycle to measure progress and
improve performance.
Marketing technology becomes a clarifying
agent, exposing con icting perspectives to
the stark light of day, and forcing
inconsistencies to occulate, ready for
removal, before new progress can be made
together, aligned as one.
But only with a willingness to work together
toward and common goal can these be
overcome.

leads do not get followed up adequately
and that viable opportunities get missed.
But marketing technology brings with it new
forces that both groups must content with:
transparency, visibility and, the big one,
accountability. There is no longer
anywhere to hide: marketing can now be

Inertial Forces
There are many forces working against
marketing-sales alignment, but they have to
be overcome. These include:
●

it this way”. Driven by the the ‘power

held accountable for lead quality while

of no’, this is perhaps the greatest

sales can be held accountable for following
up opportunities. Both can be held more
accountable for pipeline, revenues and
growth.

The status quo—“we’ve always done

inertial force of all.
●

Intense pressure on sales executives
—they have numbers to deliver and
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are focused on the current and next

●
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Fear of upsetting rainmakers—old

quarters and the next. Any change to

school sales executives, especially

process or routine is seen as new,

rainmakers, are reluctant and even

disruptive and bad.

hostile to new ways of doing things,
whether it’s a new process or a new

●

Cultural resistance—within and

technology, and often sales

between marketing and sales.

managers are reluctant to force the
issue.

●

Wider organizational
resistance—from other departments
within the organization

●

Lack of support from the
top—alignment must be believed
and supported at all levels of the
business – peer to peer. Bottom up,
but especially top down.

What Does Marketing-Sales Alignment Look Like?
So what does a well-aligned marketing-sales machine look like? Here are some key
characteristics:

●
●

Strong Communication

●
●

●

Collaboration &
Co-Creation

●
●

●

At all levels between sales and marketing
Conscious acknowledgement that this needs to be solved together
as a uni ed team
Conducting regular meetings to track progress, identify issues and
correct problems
Building a grounded respect for each other and the role each plays in
a single seamless Revenue Cycle
Sales and marketing leadership need to jointly map out the way
forward and mobilize their teams to do the same
Jointly de ning a single seamless end-to-end Revenue Cycle
Establishing integrated work ows and processes that incorporate
marketing, inside sales, sales development, sales operations and
sales
Creating useful, relevant content for target accounts and
decision-makers
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Respect for Data,
Process & Analytics

●
●
●

Ensuring marketing and sales have comprehensive access to the
same relevant data, analytics, reports and dashboards
Adhering to agreed revenue lifecycle processes/work ows
Respect for results, wherever it leads

Flexibility & Openness

●

Alignment means change, and change requires exibility and
openness to new ways of doing things.

Embracing
Transparency &
Accountability

●

Accepting increased transparency and accountability standards
(they’re here to stay) and using them to advantage
Raising the level of expectations from each other
Operating at a higher level of intensity and performance

Align Incentives with
Process and
Performance Metrics
Support from the Top

●
●
●
●

●
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Incenting all marketing and sales team members along a continuous
chain of accountability in the Revenue Cycle
Using performance metrics to ne tune marketing-sales alignment
and improve it over time
Unambiguous support from senior management and top leadership.
Without it, marketing-sales alignment will struggle and maybe even
fail

There is much for CMOs to think about. But where to start? The rst step is to educate and
establish buy-in. An e ective approach is to map and quantify how well your marketing
campaigns are aligning with sales pipeline, and how pipeline is aligning with the revenue
cycle. The outcome of this exercise will undoubtedly reveal gaps that become action points
for both marketing and sales.
And with that, your alignment journey begins.

spearMaven is the vision of two 20-year+ Silicon Valley-based tech marketers who, in
solving the Account-Based Marketing process conundrum, began an ardent journey to
make enabling technology and methodologies available to all B2B companies.
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888-600-9537
www.spearmaven.com
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